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Now that you’ve taken the quiz and know your dog’s primary personality type,

let’s dive into:

Understanding Your Dog's Personality, Quirks, and Sensitivities... so you can turn

behavior struggles into superpowers and fast-track to the happy life you were

meant to have with your dog!

Curiosity leads to deeper understanding and more clarity … and Getting curious

about our dog's behavior is a great launchpad to new understanding so that we

can break the spiral of doubt, difficulty, and disconnection.

A one-size-fits-all approach never works because dogs are individuals (and so are

we) with unique needs and characteristics. Now let's find out what that means for

YOUR dog, and turn your struggles into cooperation…and get started with

creating a happy life!
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Let’s Talk Personality Types…

What is Your Dog’s Personality Type?

There are FIVE Personality Types that

influence your dog’s behavior, quirks,

sensitivities and needs. Follow the journal

prompts to deepen your understanding of

your dog.



Unwanted arousal barking - because they have a lot to say!

Because of their social sensitivity, they can be nervous around other dogs,

and strangers, and that can lead to inappropriate greetings like jumping and

bouncing.

Because they are easily aroused, one of their quirks can be chasing animals

and moving things, so make it easy for them not to!

Due to their passionate nature, they can be relentless when they want

something...they get FOMO if they think they're missing a party or fun social

opportunity!

Confident

Passionate about life

Able to take risks

Their sensitivities and quirks can lead to:

SuperPower: Spirited!
This means they are:

Full of Life and energy

Inquisitive and Energetic

Love to play and entertain
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The dog with a primary Magician/Fire Type is happy, social, extroverted,

excitable, hyper, active, funny, curious, sensitive, loves to be loved … with a quick

stimulus response. 

When misunderstood, Magician type dogs can become anxious, agitated,

frenzied, nervous ...

Activity Ideas for Magician/Fire Type Dogs:
Activities that are Fun, Social, and Connected Physically and Emotionally.

Agility. Cuddles. Running. Hide n seek. Fetch. Trick training. Chasing. Tugging.

Playing with others. Flyball. Dock Diving. Free Style.

 

Magician
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The dog with a primary Nurturer/Earth Type is mothering, nurturing, generous,

kind, sweet natured, willing to please, patient, compassionate, easy going … slow

stimulus response, not easily excited or reactive.

When misunderstood, Nurturer type dogs can become worried, stressed, over-

protective, needy...

Following you around, worried to leave you alone.

Getting worried if anyone in the family is ill or stressed out, because they are

sensitive to emotional changes.

One of their quirks is they often love food!

They also love attention and touch and can even get pushy about that, not

wanting to be left out or left alone.

They are also sensitive to feeling pressured about something that is not

agreeable to them, causing them to shut down or refuse...

They are going to be slow to respond to requests or cues - it's important to

embrace this quirk!

Agreeable and Patient

Big-hearted and In tune

Kind and Compassionate

Their sensitivities and quirks can lead to:

SuperPower:  Devoted!
This means they are:

Loyal and predictable

There for You

Activity Ideas for Nurturer/Earth Type Dogs:
Activities that allow them to feel involved, needed, & support harmony.

Fetching slippers, helping with household chores. Whole pack activities. Therapy

dog. Gardening. Laying in the sun. Sniffy walks. Nose work. Tracking. 

The Nurturer
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Because they notice every little detail, and like orderliness, they will let you

know when there's something new or different around, or when the routine is

not being followed.

They are sensitive to emotional states, and will get anxious if you or a family

member is ill or not behaving balanced and 'normal'.

Your organizer dog loves being the 'fun police' and will do their best to

manage you and the others to restore order in the house!

One of their quirks is refusing to adjust or change their mind once they have it

on lockdown.

They are sensitive to mistakes, yours and theirs, and shutting down when

under pressure from training/performance is common.

Passionate about life

Strong Leaders and Managers

Thrive on Structure

Their sensitivities and quirks can lead to:

SuperPower: Persistent!
This means they are:

Independent Thinker

Attentive to Details
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The dog with a primary Organizer/Metal Type is analytical, observant, studies, a

thinker, independent, intelligent, introverted, prefers routines, quick to learn,

perfectionist, follows rules and organizes others.

When misunderstood, Organizer type dogs can become anxious, withdrawn,

inflexible, bossy.

Activity Ideas for Organizer/Metal Type Dogs:

Activities that allow them to think, organize, control, learn.

Competitive obedience, herding, tricks, rally, agility. Puzzles. Hide n seek.

Conformation. SAR. Barn hunt. Playing fetch, retrieving.

The Organizer
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Being very observant, and suspicious of the unknown, they will often fear

bark at something different...

No matter how convincing you think you are, they won't trust your

assurances - and need to sort it out themselves. Their trust must be earned!

Not quick to decide, they're not interested in something until they have

inspected and accepted ... that applies to about everything!

Because they want to be self-sufficient, they don't easily accept restraint or

feeling trapped.

They know what to do when time to observe and process is needed - they

create alone time and will hide or move away when wary or unsure.

Empathetic and In Tune

Imaginative

Clever and Intelligent

Their sensitivities and quirks can lead to:

SuperPower: Curious!
This means they are:

Curious and Attentive

Self-Sufficient
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The dog with a primary Sage/Water type are curious, clever, quiet, introverted,

good listeners, easy-going, attentive, very observant, self-sufficient, resilient,

need to earn their trust.

When misunderstood, Sage type dogs can become fearful, timid, suspicious,

unforgiving, aloof...

Activity Ideas for Sage/Water Type Dogs:

Activities that allow them time to think, learn, take their time. Walking,

Connecting. Puzzles. Sniffy walks. Meditating with you. Snuggling. Nose work.

Visiting new places in nature. Keeping you company, listening.

 

The Sage
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excessive alert and guard barking -- they will take charge of the situation,

especially if they don't think you are!

They are confident leaders, so being friendly toward dogs, and others, is

always on their terms.

You'll find your explorer dog lunging and barking at perceived threats in a

strong, bold way because they believe that is their job and will keep at it until

the job is done…or you take over.

Passionate to win, they are competitive and that can sometimes express at

jealous-type behavior in the family.

Not one to take no for an answer, they can be relentless in pursuing what they

want, almost single-mindedly!

Full of Energy

Inquisitive and Adventurous

Strong and Powerful

Their sensitivities and quirks can lead to:

SuperPower: Driven!
This means they are:

Competitive and Passionate

Confident in Own Decisions
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The dog with a primary Explorer/Wood type is bold, adventurous, strong,

assertive, confident, energetic, adaptable, competitive, a leader, has a quick

stimulus response. 

When misunderstood, Explorer type dogs can become defensive, angry,

intolerant, impatient...

Activity Ideas for Explorer/Wood Type Dogs:

Activities that allow them to WORK. Sled/racing. Agility. Mountain Hiking.

Herding. Competitive Obedience. Search & Rescue. Police/Military Work.

Hunting. Lure Coursing. Mantrailing. Barn Hunt. Parcour.

 

The Explorer
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What is your dog’s primary Personality Type?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

What unique quirks and sensitivities do you observe about your dog?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Where do your dog’s quirks and sensitivities show up in your life?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

How do you typically respond to your dog in those situations?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

Let’s Get Curious About Your Dog!
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What is your dog’s SuperPower and related traits?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

And how can you tap into those SuperPower traits to create a more
cooperative life together? How can you reframe their behavior
through the lens of SuperPowers?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

What limiting beliefs or unhelpful thoughts do you have about your
dog, and your dog’s behavior that are being influenced by their
personality traits? What are ideas for NEW thoughts?

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Your Dog’s Challenging
Behavior and Your Old

Thoughts About This Behavior

How Might Your Dogs’
Personality Type Traits

Connect to This Behavior

Your New Thoughts About
This Behavior and Action

Steps Toward Cooperation
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Use the chart below to make a plan to think differently about how and what your

dog is communicating, considering their personality traits.

Cooperation Builder Reframes
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Notes
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